INVITATION LETTER FOR PARTICIPATION IN INTERNATIONAL COMPETITIONS

Dear Principal / Head of Academics,

Greetings from Global Olympiads Academy!

We invite your school to partner with us and participate in International Olympiads from South East Asian countries like Singapore and Hong Kong which are organized and conducted by us in India. This is an excellent opportunity for your students to get exposure to truly international competitions which focus on problem solving and higher order thinking skills.

Please visit our website where you will find many international competitions to choose from for your students and the list is increasing with our endeavour to get the best from the rest of the world for our students so that their learning is Global in the true sense.

Background:

In these times of exponential technological advances across the globes and high competition, quality education has become the need of the hour. Focus should be on shaping the young minds to develop Critical, logical and analytical thinking known as Higher order Thinking Skills (H.O.T.s). These are going to be the crucial competencies for the future for the millennials.

Albert Einstein said “Education is not the learning of Facts, But Training the Mind to Think.”

Global Olympiads Academy has been established with the objectives of:

Igniting the interest and removing the fear towards Mathematics and problem solving within our students in India. The approach is two pronged: International exposure for self-analysis and motivation and online practice for exercising and strengthening the mathematical acumen.

1. International Olympiads & workshops: Providing the best of academic exposure from the globe by bringing on-going international standard mathematical challenges meant for training and testing students’ problem-solving skills, as well as Higher Order Thinking Skills (HOTS).

2. Online education and Practice: Find best online resources for concepts and application practice for students to sharpen their problem solving skills and thereby constantly building their higher order thinking skills (HOTS).
Our Associations:

Our association is with some of the best international competition and education festivals organizers from South East Asia (Singapore, Hong Kong etc.) and United States who have the same philosophy and vision. We are Mumbai partners with Singapore International Math Contests Centre (SIMCC – www.simcc.org) from Singapore. We are exclusive India partners with Olympiad Champion Education Centre who are organizers of Thailand International Mathematical Olympiad (TIMO – www.thaiimo.com), Hong Kong International Mathematical Olympiad (HKIMO – www.hongkongimo.com) and World International Mathematical Olympiad (WIMO – www.worldimo.org). We are also India partners for Asia International Mathematical Olympiad (AIMO - www.aimo.world ) from Hong Kong. We are soon going to get team-based competitions World Mathematics Championships by Competition Academy (www.competition.ac) from Singapore to India as well.

Learning Support:

We will be also supporting schools in conducting after or during school Math Festivals and we have partnered with Julia Robinson Math Festival for that (www.jrmf.org). We also run Singapore Math based problem solving problem learning program in Mumbai for primary and lower secondary kids called Junior Mathletics Club for schools.

Global Olympiads Academy has organized SASMO, VANDA and TIMO Heats this year in Mumbai and Delhi. Some elite and reputed education institutions from like Aditya Birla World Academy, Oberoi International School, Euro School, Bombay International School, Sri Ram School, DPS, JBCN International, Ryan Global, Pinnacle High school etc have already participated in these competitions.

Some winners from SASMO also to SIMOC in Singapore and IJMO in Thailand and won laurels for themselves, their schools and the country.

Please visit our website: www.globalolympiadsacademy.com for more details and registrations.

We are attaching the School consolidated registration form and invitation circular with individual registration for parents/students for your use (also available on our website). We look forward to have you on board in this effort to provide Global learning exposure to our children in India.

Warm Regards,
Debajy Chakravarty
Global Olympiads Academy Team

Contact us on: info@globalolympiadsacademy.com
+91-9833916024